
CHINA LEADS THE UN TO CHANGE ITS PROPAGANDA:
THE ONLY IMPORTANT THING IS THE MACRO-STATE

In the October 12, 2021 UN news, it says: “inclusion is basic to resilience
and sustainable peace, says Secretary-General”.

The  UN  kingpin  says  the  problem  is  “inequality,  exclusion  and  weak
governance.”

Any Serious historian reports that inequality has been one of the drivers of
progress  in  the  West.  It  is  clear  that  there  is  no  competition  without
inequality and no personal effort if society prevents inequality. Indeed, there
is not even equality face to the law in any country in the World.

Equality is part of the neocommunist indoctrination, although not even in a
communist system  there is equality, since there is only equality among the
poor  masses  and  in  the  communist  administration  there  is  a  scale  of
command, where the higher up the better the live.

Equality  implies  a  centralized  control  of  human  activity,  including  the
economy, and, therefore the United Nations promotes neocommunism when
it propagandizes equality.

Logically,  the best way, from the perspective of institutional metamafia, to
avoid “weak governance” is through totalitarian systems, such as Western
democracies or China, which are the models advocated by the UN.

In this news item, it is said that the UN chief “He insisted on the determining
role of inequality as the root of armed conflicts and added that although
inequalities exist in all countries, they are especially rampant where there
are  no  basic  services  such  as  health,  education,  security  and  justice,
logically, this statement is related to “weak governance”.

The UN knows that there are no countries without such “basic services” and
people would be surprised about the comparisons in areas such as judicial
services which neocommunist propaganda calls “justice”.

In reality, the UN promotes the macro-State, the most destructive invention
of  mankind.  It  should  be  noted  that  until  a  few  years  ago,  the  UN
propagandized  for  human rights,  democracy  and  the  rule  of  law.  China
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despises  ese  three  basic  pillars  of  Western  propaganda  and the  UN has
chosen to relegate them, focusing propaganda on different messages that
have the common requirement of requiring a macro-State.

Another message of the UN macro-State propaganda –and of governments– is
inclusion to avoid exclusion. Inclusion has several nuances. First, it refers to
the so-called formal economy, that is, the one that declares and pays taxes,
which is the basis of the macro-State and its corruption business. Subsidies
are  justified  as  a  way  to  avoid  exclusion,  although  the  reality  is  that
subsidies are part, mainly of social control, especially with basic income.

In 2018,  the United Nations and the European Union made the greatest
possible  propaganda  of  the  macro-State,  publishing  an  estimate  of  the
figures of corruption in the different geopolitical areas of major countries.
Thus those who oppose the macro-State were informed that the macro-State
is the best way to enrich themselves personally.

We live in a neocommunist World and the neocommunism of the macro-
State  has  led  us  to  decadence,  destroying  the  whole  society,  culture,
economy…

The solution goes through a #PostDemocracyEra

Javier Marzal
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